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Abstract

The common morning glory (*Ipomoea purpurea*) is an annual vine native to Central and Southern Mexico. The genetics of flower color polymorphisms and interactions with the biotic environment have been extensively studied in *I. purpurea* and in its sister species *I. nil*. In this study, we examine nucleotide sequence polymorphism in 11 loci, 9 of which are known to participate in a pathway that produces floral pigments. A sample of 30 *I. purpurea* accessions from the native range of Central and Southern Mexico comprise the data, along with one accession from each of the two sister species *I. alba* and *I. nil*. We observe moderate levels of nucleotide sequence polymorphism of ~1%. The ratio of recombination to mutation parameter estimates (ρ/θ) of ~2.5 appears consistent with a mixed-mating system. *Ipomoea* resequencing data from these genic regions are noteworthy in providing a good fit to the standard neutral model of molecular evolution. The derived silent site frequency spectrum is very close to that predicted by coalescent simulations of a drift-mutation process, and Tajima’s D values are not significantly different from expectations under neutrality.
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It has long been known that biological diversity and species richness increase toward the tropics. Less is known about levels of nucleotide sequence diversity within and among tropical species. A recent resequencing study of the subtropical tree species *Persea americana* (avocado) found that levels of nucleotide sequence diversity were typical of plant species from temperate regions, suggesting that the mutation-drift-selection processes that determine sequence diversity are similar in both temperate and subtropical regions (Chen et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2009). Our goal in this study is to extend resequencing studies to a second subtropical species that differs dramatically in life history, the common morning glory (*Ipomoea purpurea*). We focus on a set of genes that determine floral color.

*Ipomoea* is a pantropically distributed genus that illustrates the trend of increasing diversity in tropical and subtropical species. *Ipomoea* includes more than 600 species worldwide (Austin and Huaman 1996), with approximately 500 species in tropical and subtropical regions of the Americas. The common morning glory, *I. purpurea*, is an annual self-compatible vine native to Central and Southern Mexico characterized by large showy flowers. Although not native to the region, the common morning glory is also found in the Southeastern United States (Halvorson and Guertin 2003). The timing and routes of introduction into the Southeastern United States are uncertain (Glover et al. 1996; Clegg and Durbin 2000), but it is possible that European colonists introduced the species into the Southeast. In the United States, *I. purpurea* is classified among the 11 most “troublesome” weeds (Webster and Coble 1997). In central Mexico, *I. purpurea* populations tend to occur from ~800 m to ~1800 m elevation in contrast to the sister species, *I. nil*, that occurs from sea level to
et

the anthocyanin biosynthesis pathway in a broad sample of little evidence for positive selection on structural genes in a phylogenetic scale. For example, a study in morphism have examined relative rates of evolution at a phylogenetic scale (see supplementary Table S1 online). Single accessions are used to represent wild populations in Central and Southern Mexico including populations from Chiapas, Estado de Mexico, Michoacán, Morelos, Oaxaca, and Veracruz. Seeds from the wild isolates were collected in Mexico and germinated in a greenhouse in California. All the individuals in this study have purple flowers (wild type) with minimal variation in color intensity. We also include accessions of Ipomoea alba and I. nil to permit inference of the ancestral state of mutations at each locus.

Loci Resequenced

Genes known to be involved in the production of flower color in I. purpurea were resequenced. This includes 6 structural genes in the anthocyanin biosynthesis pathway that contribute to the production of anthocyanins or flavonols. Listed earliest to later in the anthocyanin biosynthesis pathway, the loci resequenced here include CHS-D, CHS-E, F3H, FLS, DFR-B, and UF3GT (see supplementary Table S2 online), and 4 transcription factors, 3 of which have been reported to regulate levels of expression of genes in the anthocyanin biosynthesis pathway: IpMyb1, IpMybHLH1, and IpWDR1. IpMyb4 is a member of the R2R3 MYB family of regulatory genes, but its function is currently undetermined although its expression is limited to floral tissue (unpublished data). We also included ALS, a gene from a primary pathway for leucine biosynthesis, and used for relative rates comparisons by Toleno et al. (2010).

DNA Sequencing and Assembly

Amplicons for each locus and accession were used for direct Sanger sequencing with Big Dye version 3.1 sequencing chemistry. Amplicons were sequenced with both the initial amplification primers and internal primers to obtain sequence quality of phred ≥ 20 for both the forward and reverse strands. Sequence reads were assembled using phred for base-calling and phrap for assembly (Ewing and Green 1998). Reads were visualized with consed (Gordon et al. 1998).
1998). PolyPhred (Nickerson et al. 1997) was used to detect single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertion–deletion (indel) mutations. When a sample was determined to be heterozygous for a particular amplicon, the sample was cloned using Qiagen pDrive Cloning Vector. At least 3 clones per haplotype were used for experimental phasing. Thus all data reported are based on fully experimentally resolved haplotypes. We tested the accuracy of inferred haplotypes using the program Error Detection Using Triplets (Toleno et al. 2007).

Sequence Analysis

Sequence Diversity Estimation, Tests of Neutrality

Descriptive statistics and nucleotide polymorphism estimates were calculated using tools from the libsequence C++ library (Thornton 2003). Reported statistics include haplotype number (\(h\)), the number of segregating sites (\(S\)), and 2 estimates of the mutation parameter, \(\theta_W\) and \(\theta_\pi\). Both \(\theta_W\) and \(\theta_\pi\) estimate \(4N_e\mu\), where \(N_e\) is the effective population size and \(\mu\) is the mutation rate per base pair per generation, but \(\theta_W\) (Watterson 1975) is based on observed segregating sites, and \(\theta_\pi\) (Tajima 1983) is based on average pairwise differences between samples. The normalized difference between these 2 estimators, Tajima’s \(D\), is used as a test of deviation from neutrality under a standard coalescent model (Tajima 1989).

We also report Fay and Wu’s \(H\) (Fay and Wu 2000) a test of neutrality that incorporates information on the derived versus ancestral state of mutations. Relative levels of diversity in various partitions of the data, for example, introns versus exons and silent versus replacement sites at each locus were estimated using the program polydNdS from libsequence (Thornton 2003).

We also assessed departures from neutrality attributable to selection by performing a Hudson-Kreitman-Aguade (HKA) test (Hudson et al. 1987), using a maximum likelihood implementation in the program MLHKA (Wright and Charlesworth 2004). The HKA test evaluates the ratio of polymorphism among individuals within a species relative to divergence from an out group and tests for differentiation from this ratio at putatively neutrally evolving loci (Hudson et al. 1987). MLHKA permits the testing of individual loci in a multifocus framework. The divergence time parameter between \(I.\ purpurea\) and the out group (\(I.\ alba\ or \(I.\ nil\)) used here was 3 million years (Clegg and Durbin 2000) scaled by \(2N_e\) generations. We estimated \(N_e\) (effective population size) from \(\theta_W = 4N_e\mu\) using a neutral mutation rate of \(\mu = 6.5 \times 10^{-9}\) (Gaut et al. 1996) and the mean value of \(\theta_W\) from the empirical data set. The program was run with 3 different models, 1) assuming that all loci are evolving under neutrality, 2) assuming that all loci are subject to selection, and 3) assuming each locus individually could be subject to selection. The significance of the test (\(P < 0.05\)) was assessed using a likelihood ratio test, where twice the difference of the log likelihood between the 2 models is approximately \(\chi^2\) distributed. Each model was run for 100 000 chains, using a random seed number. Two runs per model were performed to estimate maximum likelihood values.

We report 2 estimates of the recombination rate parameter \(\rho = 4N_e\rho\), where \(r\) is the recombination rate per base pair per generation. The first estimation is based on a maximum composite likelihood approach implemented in maxhap (referred to as pH; Hudson 2001). This approach was also used to test for the presence of gene conversion at each locus, by estimating the relative contribution of gene conversion to crossing over (\(j\)). The second approach uses Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC; Beaumont et al. 2002) based on linear regression implemented in the ABCreg software (Thornton 2009). We jointly estimated \(\rho_{\text{ABC}}\) and the population mutation rate per bp (\(\theta_{\text{ABC}}\)). We used 5 summary statistics for each locus: number of segregating sites (\(S\)); pairwise differences per locus (\(\theta_S\)); number of haplotypes (\(h\)); a minimum bound on the number of recombination events based on the 4-gamete test (\(R_w\); Hudson and Kaplan 1985); and an estimate of the number of recombination events based on the difference between \(b\) and \(\delta\) (\(b - \delta - 1 = R_w\); Myers and Griffiths 2003). Coalescent simulations were generated based on uniform distributions of \(\rho\) and \(\theta\), with the descriptive statistics detailed above compared with empirical values for each locus. Priors were chosen to bracket point estimates from \(\rho_{\text{ABC}}\) and \(\theta_{\text{ABC}}\). Priors were further adjusted if posterior distributions were constrained by the priors. The posterior distribution of the per-site population mutation rate, the recombination rate, and the ratio of recombination to mutation for each locus were determined based on linear regression with a tangent transformation.

As an additional means of assaying for the presence of homologous gene conversion at each locus, we used a pattern matching approach (Padhukasahasram et al. 2004) to calculate the proportion of “pattern a” and “pattern d” (Padhukasahasram et al. 2004; Morrell et al. 2006) present at each locus. These 2 patterns are defined by SNP configurations; pattern a includes all 4-gamete combinations between external sites (defined as sites A and C from a set of sites in linear order defined as ABC) but does not include all 4 gametic combinations for sites A with B or B with C. Pattern d is defined as including external sites A and D, from an ABCD configuration, which contain all 4-gametic combinations along with internal sites B and C that do not. Under an infinite site assumption, the patterns cannot be explained by a single crossover but could result from a single gene conversion event, with the additional stipulation that pattern d involves 2 SNPs within the pattern. This has been identified as a clear conversion (Plagnol et al. 2006; Song et al. 2006) because the pattern cannot arise from a back mutation at a single nucleotide site.

Derived Site Frequency Spectrum

The derived (or unfolded) nucleotide site frequency spectrum (SFS) was calculated using a Perl version of the software SoFoS (available at www.rilab.org, version of January 2012) to estimate the number of observed derived alleles at each site. We used hypergeometric scaling (Nielsen et al. 2004) to rescale the sample size to the smallest chromosome number among all loci. The ancestral state for each SNP was...
Symbols as defined in the text. Abbreviations: $H$, percentage of observed heterozygosity; $S$, segregating sites; $h$, haplotype number.

### Results

#### Nucleotide Sequence Polymorphism

Resequencing of 30 accessions of *I. purpurea* resulted in an average aligned length per locus of 1001 bp from 11 loci. This includes an average of 745 bp of exonic and 134 bp of intronic sequence per locus. For CHS-D, CHS-E, and IpMYB4, all sequence is from a single exon. Observed heterozygosity averaged over loci was around 10%; 16 accessions were heterozygous for at least 1 amplicon, with an average of 3 detectable heterozygotes per locus. To account for the mixed-mating system, we included both haplotypes from heterozygous individuals in the sample. Thus, the sample size for each locus ranged from 31 to 36 chromosomes depending on the number of heterozygous individuals.

The average number of segregating sites ($S$) per locus was 32. The aligned sequence includes indel polymorphisms, including 2 indels that occurred within exons while maintaining the reading frame at the locus. Seven sites had 2 or more mutations; these sites and indel polymorphisms were maintained in the alignment but excluded from the diversity calculations.

Nucleotide diversity at each locus is shown in Table 1. The most diverse locus in the sample is DFR-B with $\theta_\alpha = 22.4 \times 10^{-3}$, and the least diverse is IpbHLH1 with $\theta_\alpha = 3.0 \times 10^{-3}$. Mean and median $\theta_\alpha$ across loci were 11.7 and $8.4 \times 10^{-3}$, respectively, with mean and median $\theta_\Delta$ of 10.5 and $7.9 \times 10^{-3}$. All loci except $F3H$ have lower diversity at nonsynonymous than synonymous sites ($\theta_\alpha$ nonsyn/syn), consistent with strong purifying selection.

Tajima’s D estimates at each locus do not differ significantly from zero, consistent with expectations under neutrality (Table 1). The mean Tajima’s D is $-0.45$, with the most positive value of 0.15 at $F3H$, and UF3GT the most negative at $-1.18$ (see supplementary Figure S1A online). When the data were partitioned into exons and introns, we observed that $ALS$ and IpMYB1 have negative values for exons, but positive values for introns (see supplementary Figure S1B and S1C online). The excess of negative Tajima’s D in exons is consistent with an excess of rare nonsynonymous changes in exons observed at these loci, as might be expected under selection–mutation balance. This effect is also observed in the unfolded SFS (Figure 1). The Fay and Wu’s H statistic (Table 1), which is less sensitive to demographic effects and more sensitive to positive selection (Fay and Wu 2000), has a mean value close to zero ($-0.8 \times 10^{-3}$, maximum = $9.11 \times 10^{-3}$, and minimum = $-16.66 \times 10^{-3}$) also consistent with no direct evidence of positive selection based on polymorphism data.

MLHKA tests were significant at $P < 0.05$ level for $ALS$, FLS, and IpbHLH1 (Table 2). The degree to which diversity differed from neutral expectations is measured with the parameter $k$, where values >1 indicate an elevation of diversity relative to divergence. $ALS$ had the most elevated value with $k = 4.8$. When we applied a Bonferroni correction for multiple testing ($\alpha = 0.004$), the analysis of departures from neutrality due to selection remain significant, but the deviation observed in $ALS$ is not significant ($P < 0.004$).

### Recombinational Diversity

Recombination events are evident at all loci with average $R_m = 6.7$ (Table 3). Three loci have very large $R_m$ values, with $R_m \geq 11$ and very large values of $R_p$. Parametric estimates of recombination rates using a coalescent-based estimator reveals per base pair ranges of $\rho_1$ from $5.9 \times 10^{-3}$ to 123.4 $\times 10^{-3}$ with a median of $\rho_1 = 31.2 \times 10^{-3}$.
The ratio of $\rho_H$ to $\theta_W$ is 4.4. When the recombination rate was estimated using ABC regression (Figure 2, Table 3), the mean $\rho_{ABC}$ was $17.5 \times 10^{-3}$ and the mean $\theta_{ABC}$ was $9.53 \times 10^{-3}$. Point estimates of $\rho_{ABC}/\theta_{ABC}$ average 2.52 over all 11 loci, with mean lower and upper 95% confidence intervals of 0.88 and 5.33, respectively. Both estimators suggest a major contribution of recombination to haplotype diversity at these loci.

**Estimating Gene Conversion Rates**

Using Hudson’s estimator for gene conversion ($f$), the majority of loci demonstrate evidence of gene conversion with $f > 0$ (Table 4). All but one locus have pattern $a$ combinations present, consistent with homologous gene conversion or double crossover. In addition, 10 loci demonstrate the presence of pattern $d$ within the locus, with 2 or more SNPs within a tract, suggesting a gene conversion event, a pattern known as a clear conversion.

**Diversity at Regulatory versus Structural Genes**

We divided the data into regulatory and structural genes to ask how these 2 categories affect diversity. These data do not reveal any notable differences in diversity between regulatory and structural genes (mean $\theta_\pi$ at all sites is 0.01 in both cases). However, when the data were partitioned into silent and replacement sites (see supplementary Figure S2 online), regulatory genes have slightly more replacement polymorphisms than structural genes.

**Discussion**

Three key results of this study are the following: (1) The data provide little evidence of positive selection acting on flower color–determining genes, despite the role of flower color in reproductive success. A neutral model with purifying selection best accounts for the patterns of polymorphism in native populations of *I. purpurea* in Mexico. (2) Recombination and mutation rate per base pair. Recombination is estimated using a maximum likelihood approach $\rho_H$ and approximate Bayesian computation approach ($\rho_{ABC}$); $R_m$ and $R_s$ are estimates of the number of observed recombination events.

**Figure 1.** The derived site frequency spectrum for 11 loci in *I. purpurea* at silent and replacement sites.

**Table 2** Maximum likelihood HKA analysis of selection at all loci

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Inf L</th>
<th>Likelihood ratio statistic (df)</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$P$ value ($&lt;0.05$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>−89.25</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All loci</td>
<td>−75.96</td>
<td>26.58 (10)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS-D</td>
<td>−88.75</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS-E</td>
<td>−88.52</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFR-B</td>
<td>−88.77</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF3GT</td>
<td>−89.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3H</td>
<td>−88.41</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLS</td>
<td>−80.65</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS</td>
<td>−86.04</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IpHLH1</td>
<td>−85.12</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IpVDR1</td>
<td>−89.27</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IpMYB4</td>
<td>−89.22</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IpMYB1</td>
<td>−89.14</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.643</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3** Descriptive statistics for recombinational diversity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Wall’s B</th>
<th>$R_s$</th>
<th>$R_m$</th>
<th>$\rho_H \times 10^{-3}$</th>
<th>$\rho_H/\theta_W$</th>
<th>$\rho_{ABC} \times 10^{-3}$</th>
<th>$\rho_{ABC}/\theta_{ABC}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHS-D</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.80</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>10.53</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS-E</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>98.13</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>11.69</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFR-B</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15.03</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>14.63</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF3GT</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31.23</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3H</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32.07</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>38.82</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLS</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>37.35</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>29.54</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31.96</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>22.79</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IpHLH1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IpVDR1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>123.43</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IpMYB4</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>20.27</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IpMYB1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11.62</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>31.24</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>37.33</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>19.69</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
gene conversion play a larger role than mutation in generating haplotypic diversity. And (3) statistics of population diversity reveal no substantial differences between tropical and temperate species, suggesting comparable effective population size, mutation rate, and recombination parameters. However, existing comparative data, particularly for tropical and subtropical species, are still quite limited.

It is useful to begin with a brief consideration of the haplotype data that provide the basis for this and comparable studies. Inferring haplotypes from sequence data is complicated by heterozygosity within individuals and the diploid (and in some cases polyploid) nature of most eukaryotic species. Simply identifying SNPs does not reveal the arrangement of SNPs on a chromosome. Haplotypes can be resolved either by computational (Clark 1990; Stephens et al. 2001) or by experimental approaches, including cloning or allele-specific polymerase chain reaction (cf. Chen et al. 2010). The experimental approach applied here involves cloning combined with an LD-based error detection approach (Toleno et al. 2007) and iterative steps to improve haplotype accuracy (Chen et al. 2010). The careful, but often painstaking, determination of haplotypes provides an extra dimension of information, especially for estimations of local patterns of linkage disequilibrium and the relative contribution of recombination and mutation to haplotypic diversity. It also ensures that the resulting analyses are as accurate as possible within the limits of sampling error. As a consequence, the present data permit some analyses that are not possible from SNP genotyping data alone and provide a degree of precision that may not always be attained even in much larger SNP studies.

The diversity analyses for both synonymous and non-synonymous changes at the level of the species, *I. purpurea*, are congruent with the rate and gene rank order of those observed at the level of the *Ipomoea* genus by Toleno et al. (2010) for the 4 structural genes that are common to both studies (*ALS, CHS-D, DFR-B*, and *UF3GT*). From this comparison, we conclude that the evolution of these 4 genes has been largely governed by a neutral process with purifying selection over roughly 40 million years. This consistency is noteworthy in light of the involvement of *DFR-B* and *UF3GT* genes in a biosynthetic pathway that determines the reproductively important floral pigmentation trait, and the frequent shifts in flower color among species in the genus. In this context, it is important to note that Durbin et al. (2003) found that regulatory rather than structural gene change was implicated in most shifts in flower color expression at the genus level in *Ipomoea*.

The current finding of similar rates of diversity in structural and regulatory genes contrasts with that observed by Rausher et al. (1999), who concluded that regulatory genes are less constrained than structural genes and thus may play a more important role in mediating adaptive evolution. These conflicting results may be explained by the differences of the time scale spanned in the 2 studies. The study of Rausher et al. (1999) sampled deeply divergent taxa, resulting in comparisons across much of the history of flowering plants, whereas this study measures diversity within a species, thus

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Pattern α</th>
<th>Pattern d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHS-D</td>
<td>13.61</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS-E</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFR-B</td>
<td>11.60</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF3GT</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3H</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLS</td>
<td>33.30</td>
<td>5.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALS</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IpHLH1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IpWR1</td>
<td>19.20</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IpMYB4</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IpMYB1</td>
<td>11.60</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values shown are multiplied by 10⁻³.

---

Figure 2. Joint estimates of population recombination and mutation rate based on coalescent simulation and approximate Bayesian computation. Estimates shown are $\rho_{ABC}$ and $\theta_{ABC}$ and $\rho_{ABC}/\theta_{ABC}$ for 11 loci in *I. purpurea*. Point estimates are displayed as circles, with the 95% confidence interval depicted as vertical bars.
reducing the time scale and therefore the potential to observe differences among classes of genes.

Tests for Deviations from Neutrality

Tajima’s D for all loci is between −1.5 and +1 (see supplementary Figure S1 online), consistent with expectations under neutrality. When the data are partitioned into exons and introns we observe more negative values of Tajima’s D for exonic regions, consistent with the observation of low-frequency nonsynonymous changes. An excess of low-frequency nonsynonymous changes is frequently observed in plant resequencing studies, and has been attributed to the reduced efficacy of purifying selection in small local populations (Cummings and Clegg 1998). As already noted, *I. purpurea* often occupies recently disturbed areas, with populations in Mexico frequently consisting of a relatively small number of twining or sprawling plants in a spatially limited site.

The observed SFS (Figure 1) is also consistent with a drift-mutation process. Comparisons to a simulated data set (Figure 3) based on a coalescent model revealed that the genes involved in anthocyanin biosynthesis are evolving in a manner that is quite similar to expectations under a standard neutral model, with a slight excess of rare silent changes.

The MLHKA test indicates that 3 loci depart from neutral expectations. For these 3 loci, however, polymorphism-based tests do not detect significant departures from neutrality. The *ALS* and *FLS* loci show the largest deviation from neutral expectations, but no reduction in diversity or skew in the SFS, suggesting that selective effects on these loci were not sufficiently strong or recent to be detectable based on standing variation.

Overall, our results indicate that *I. purpurea* provides a relatively good fit to the standard neutral model of evolution with purifying selection. It is not necessary to invoke recent adaptive selection or recent demographic changes within the species history (e.g., population expansion) to explain observed patterns of polymorphism.

Mixed-Mating System and Haplotype Diversity

At the majority of loci, recombination (crossover and some contribution of double crossover or gene conversion) contributes more to total diversity than mutation, with average $\rho_H/\theta_W$ of 4.4 and the jointly estimated ratio of $\rho_{ABC}/\theta_{ABC} = 2.5$. From this, we conclude that the role of recombination in the formation of new haplotypes by recombining existing mutations is more important in generating haplotype diversity than mutation. The ratio of $\rho_H/\theta_W = 4.4$ contrasts with recombination rates previously estimated in other subtropical and temperate species, which revealed that recombination plays a more limited role in overall diversity. This is the case for wild avocado (*P. americana*) with $\rho/\theta = 0.8$ (Chen et al. 2008), wild barley (*Hordeum vulgare* ssp. spontaneum) with $\rho/\theta = 1.5$ (Morrell et al. 2006), and *A. thaliana* with $\rho/\theta = 0.05$ (Nordborg et al. 2005). Both wild barley and *A. thaliana* are predominantly self-fertilizing species. Although avocado is thought to be an outcrossing species, it is capable of high rates of self-fertilization (Kobayashi et al. 2000).

In contrast, outcrossing rates for *I. purpurea* estimated using allozyme markers range from 0.48 for white flowers to 0.73 for blue and pink flowers (Brown and Clegg 1984). There are no estimates of outcrossing rates from native Mexican populations, but Mexican populations tend to be widely scattered with relatively few individuals per population (MT Clegg, personal observation), suggesting the potential for higher levels of inbreeding in Mexico. Despite this, when taken as a whole, these results appear to be consistent with a relatively high rate of recombination in *I. purpurea*. However, depending on the estimator used, the relative contribution of recombination to diversity in *I. purpurea* appears
slightly lower than that estimated for the outcrossing species teosinte (Z. mays ssp. parviglumis, the maize progenitor) $\rho/\theta = 4.5$ (Wright et al. 2005).

Nucleotide Sequence Diversity Comparison: Temperate versus Subtropical Plant Species

It has long been known that species diversity increases from temperate to tropical regions of the globe. The genus Ipomoea provides a good illustration of this trend, with more than 500 species in Mexico alone. Studies of ribosomal DNA restriction fragment variation and gene sequence data from the chalcone synthase (CHS) family (Glover et al. 1996; Huttley et al. 1997) reveal a reduction in levels of variation in I. purpurea from the Southeastern United States where the species was introduced, relative to the subtropical populations in Mexico. A review of allozyme polymorphism (Hamrick and Godt 1990) suggested that mating system and geographic range (endemic, regional, or widespread distribution) are the most important correlates with differences in genetic diversity within and between species, where predominantly outcrossing species have more diversity than species with either selfing or mixed-mating systems. However, it is important to confirm these allozyme polymorphism–based trends with resequencing studies that permit broad generalizations, but it is noteworthy that both Persea americana and I. purpurea, two subtropical species with quite different life histories, do not display levels of genetic diversity that are markedly different from temperate plant species. Consequently, estimates of effective population size, mutation, and recombination do not indicate any clear distinction between subtropical and temperate plant species, with respect to fundamental evolutionary processes.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary material can be found at http://www.jhered.oxfordjournals.org/. The sequences of the 11 loci from Ipomoea purpurea were submitted to NCBI and include the following accession: JQ819354–JQ819719. The outgroup accession numbers are JQ618023–JQ618032.
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